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Communication scholars have recently begun to recognize and investigate the importance of algorithms to a wide range of processes related to the production and consumption of media content. There have been few efforts thus far, though, to connect these developments to potentially relevant bodies of existing theory and research. This article seeks to address this gap by exploring the utility of institutional theory as a potentially useful analytical framework for continued inquiry into the role of algorithms in the operation of media systems, and by offering some suggestions for ways in which an institutional analytical frame can be extended into algorithmic contexts.
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Algorithms are widely recognized as playing an increasingly influential role in the political, economic, and cultural spheres (Bucher, 2012a; Pasquale, 2010; Steiner, 2012). Algorithms have particularly prominent roles in the media sector, where the processes of media production and consumption are increasingly automated and algorithmically dictated (see, e.g., Mager, 2012).

The key function that algorithms are performing in the media sector is to enable decision outputs derived from the analysis of the enormous quantities of data that can now be gathered in a media environment of extreme interactivity, in which audiences’ engagement with media leaves a growing array of capturable and quantifiable traces (see, e.g., Napoli, 2011). In this regard, algorithms can be seen as both consequence and cause of the “Big Data” phenomenon that dominates contemporary technology discourse, and that is particularly pronounced in the media sector (see, e.g., Mayer-Schonberger & Cukier, 2013). Essentially, the increasing prominence of algorithms in a variety of decision-making contexts can be seen as response to growing quantities of available data, as well as a motivator for media organizations to gather ever more data from every available source to feed into massive processing capacities of these algorithms.
But, as is to be expected in these early stages of an emergent area of inquiry, there has been relatively little discussion at this point of useful theoretical frameworks for understanding algorithms and their role in contemporary media systems (for exceptions, see Anderson, 2013; Webster, 2010). This article seeks to address this gap via the application of institutional theory to the algorithmic turn (a phrase borrowed from Uricchio, 2011) in media production and consumption. Institutional theory has frequently been employed in the study of media organizations and practices (see, e.g., Cook, 2005; Schudson, 2002; Sparrow, 1999), and so as algorithms play an increasingly prominent role in these spheres, considering their roles, functions, and development through an institutional analytical framework would seem to be a natural extension of an established line of inquiry.

This article starts from the premise that there are certain evolving roles and functions that algorithms serve in the dynamics of contemporary media systems that are fundamentally institutional in nature. The goals here are, first, to link explicitly the concept of institutions (media institutions in particular) with algorithms and the roles they are playing in the dynamics of media production and consumption. Developing this connection between algorithms and institutions provides the basis for the article’s second objective, which is to apply some specific lines of institutional theory to the algorithmic turn in media production and consumption. The concluding section will consider both the practical and research implications of approaching algorithms from an institutional perspective.

Institutional theory and the study of media institutions

It is important to note at the outset that institutional theory constitutes a very broad tent, encompassing everything from economics-driven agency theory (see, e.g., Alchian & Demsetz, 1972) to political science grounded rational choice theory (see, e.g., Moe, 1990), to more sociologically oriented theoretical approaches such as social constructivism (see, e.g., Berger & Luckmann, 1966) and rationalization (for a more detailed overview, see Scott, 2008).

Given the theoretical and disciplinary breadth that characterizes the field, it is perhaps not surprising that institutional theory and research have long been characterized as possessing a high degree of definitional ambiguity and interpretive inconsistency (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991a; Phillips & Malhotra, 2008; Scott, 2008). One of the core definitional inconsistencies that has characterized institutional research involves whether institutions are conceptualized in very concrete terms as formal, complex organizations, or more abstractly as formal or informal routines, norms, rules, or behavioral guidelines (Jepperson, 1991).

These conceptualizations can become intertwined, particularly within the context of the study of media institutions. For instance, the institution of journalism has traditionally resided at the intersection of complex and evolving formal organizations (e.g., news outlets) and equally complex and evolving norms and procedures related to the professional practice of journalism (although some would argue
that journalism is becoming deinstitutionalized; see Napoli, 2009). Similarly, what has been termed the “institutionally effective” audience (i.e., the media audience as manifested in the norms, cognitions, and practices of media markets and organizations) resides at the intersection of the behaviors of specific media organizations (e.g., audience measurement firms, media buying agencies) and established norms, cognitions, and values that have gained traction across participants in the audience marketplace (Ettema & Whitney, 1994; Napoli, 2003, 2011). In such instances, formal organizations often function as the unit of analysis and/or context for understanding the establishment, evolution, and effects of formal or informal routines, norms, rules, or behavioral guidelines (e.g., Abrutyn & Turner, 2011). By the same token, the role of routines, norms, rules, or behavioral guidelines often can serve as an important point of entry or context for understanding the behavior of organizations. Reflecting the presence of this kind of intertwining of institutional elements within the media sector, this article will operate from an analytical position that embraces both definitional approaches, rather than engage in the long-running debate over the appropriateness of one definitional approach over the other.

From a broad definitional standpoint, institutions can be broken down into three components: regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive (Scott, 2008). The regulative dimension refers to the ways in which institutions “constrain and regularize behavior” (Scott, 2008, p. 52). This dimension entails a focus on elements such as regulatory processes, rule-setting, and sanctioning activities. The normative dimension refers to the role of social values and norms and how they contribute to the definition of goals and objectives, as well as the appropriate means of pursuing them. This dimension entails a focus on elements such as common beliefs and values within organizations and communities. The cultural-cognitive dimension refers to shared interpretive frames and conceptions of reality. This dimension entails a focus on the mechanisms via which shared meaning and knowledge are created and disseminated. As will become clear, all three of these dimensions, to varying degrees, resonate within the role and function of algorithms in media production and consumption. Through the examination of these various elements, institutional theory seeks to explain phenomena such as commonalities in the structure and behavior of organizations; the role of conventions, routines, and habits in individual and organizational behavior, and how those reflect or deviate from the pursuit of rational interests; and the construction and evolution of laws, rules, interests, and environmental cognitions (see Scott, 2008).

Institutional theory in the media sector
Institutional approaches to the media have a long history (see Moe & Syvertsen, 2007; Schudson, 2002). The overwhelming majority of media institutions scholarship that has employed institutional theory has focused on the news media (e.g., Benson, 2006; Cook, 2005, 2006; Lowrey, 2011; Lowrey & Woo, 2010; Napoli, 1997; Schudson, 2002). Much of this work has focused on processes of “gatekeeping,” via which decisions about what content to disseminate to the public are reached (Moe & Syvertsen, 2007). However, reflecting the broad scope of institutional theory...
outlined above, media institutions scholarship also has examined realms such as regulation and policymaking (Galperin, 2004), cultural production (Ahlkvist, 2001; Guzman, 2005; Kim, 2012), technology development (Flanagin, Flanagin, & Flanagin, 2010; Hrynshyn, 2008), and the construction of audiences (Napoli, 2003, 2011).

Key points of focus for this body of research involve how organizational and supraorganizational forces affect media organization and industry structures, behavioral patterns, environmental cognitions, and ultimately (and perhaps most significantly), content. In many ways, it is this need to understand the institutional forces that affect content outputs and flows that is the driving force behind this body of research, given the political and cultural impacts of various forms of media content. From this standpoint, a key dimension of media institutions research to date is the extent to which it has compellingly illustrated that the media function as a political and cultural institution (Sparrow, 2006), an institutional breadth that, as will become clear, is equally applicable to the role and function of algorithms.

**Institutionality and algorithms**

When we consider algorithms through the lens of institutional definitional frameworks and characteristics, the functionalities and effects of algorithms map quite closely with those of institutions in general, and media institutions in particular. This argument is in many ways an extension of Katzenbach’s (2011) argument that media technologies should be thought of as an institution. As he illustrates, media technologies have a regulatory dimension (constraining and facilitating communicative behaviors and preferences) that is a key characteristic of institutional structures. Media technologies are able, through the characteristics of their design, to both constrain and facilitate communicative practices and preferences, and thus essentially provide base structures and parameters that regulate the production, distribution, and consumption of content. At the same time, the development of these technologies emerges from—and is shaped by—social processes, thereby reflecting a duality that is often identified as a defining characteristic of institutions (see, e.g., Giddens, 1984).

Algorithms can be characterized similarly, in terms of the extent to which they have the capacity to directly structure user behaviors, impact preference formation, and impact content production decisions. All of this is achieved through mechanisms that are technological in nature but that are developed and frequently refined and recalibrated within complex social processes that are impacted by organizational and supraorganizational environmental conditions (see also Goldman, 2006; Grimmelman, 2008/2009; Jiang, 2014).

Whether the unit of analysis is media technologies or algorithms, theoretical support for an institutional conceptualization can be derived from existing theoretical frameworks that focus on the social dimensions of technology, such as actor-network theory (e.g., Latour, 2005). A central proposition of actor-network theory is that agency need not be restricted to humans. Nonhuman actors—such as, for example, media technologies (see, e.g., Couldry, 2008; Plesner, 2009), or, relatedly (as is the
contention here), algorithms, operate on equal footing with human actors to affect social conditions. Algorithms possess what scholars of organizations and technology have termed “material agency”—the capacity for nonhuman entities to act absent sustained human intervention (Leonardi, 2012, p. 35).

This theoretical perspective helps establish a definitional approach to institutions that accommodates what are proposed here as the institutional functionalities of algorithms. Algorithms in many ways epitomize the complex intermingling of human and nonhuman actors that is central to an actor-network theory perspective on institutions. While it is certainly the case that human agency is central to the creation and ongoing modification and recalibration of algorithms, it is also the case that, as Ullman (1997) has emphasized, over time, and with the disparate inputs of an expanding number of individuals within specific, compartmentalized contexts, an algorithmic system becomes more difficult for any one person to understand in its entirety, and thus to some extent “takes on a life of its own” (p. 117).

This latter point also highlights the dynamic nature of algorithms (and software more generally; see Leonardi, 2012; Manovich, 2013), as they are constantly adjusted in efforts to improve their performance in accordance with specific criteria. In this regard, algorithms fit quite well within an actor-network theoretical framework (which emphasizes fluidity and change), perhaps better than other areas of institutional theory, which tend to emphasize continuity, permanence, and path dependency (Zucker, 1977). Of course, when we talk about algorithms it is important to distinguish their institutional role and function (which can be stable) from their underlying mechanics, which generally are quite dynamic. Google’s search algorithms, for instance, are adjusted 500–600 times per year (MOZ, 2013), which does not necessarily undermine the institutional capacities in which these algorithms serve. This is comparable to the situation in, for example, law, where individual laws are frequently added, eliminated, or changed within the context of a stable, overarching institutional structure (La Torre, 2010).

The institutionality of algorithms is inherent in Lawrence Lessig’s (2006) widely embraced notion that “code is law” (p. 6). Lessig (2006) employed this analogy to illustrate the ways in which the programming that controls the operation of communications networks and platforms is a powerful tool for regulating the behavior of users in ways that are not always obvious. If we extrapolate from Lessig’s (2006) metaphor, systems of laws, are, of course, widely understood as institutions (La Torre, 2010), reflecting the regulative dimension that is central to how institutions are defined. Algorithms can, of course, be thought of as a form of code. And so, if code is law, and law is an institution, then the institutionality of algorithms naturally follows, particularly given, as will be illustrated below, algorithms often serve a similar function in terms of regulating individuals’ behaviors (in addition to serving other core institutional functions).

This perspective is supported in Jepperson’s (1991) definitional assessment of the concepts of institutions and institutionalization, in which he notes the following: “Within any system having multiple levels or orders of organization . . . primary levels
of organization can operate as institutions relative to secondary levels of organization. A microcomputer’s basic operating system appears as an institution relative to its word-processing program (especially to a software engineer)” (p. 147). Here, through the use of a computer software example to illustrate the operation of institutions, the logic of code (and thus, by extension, algorithms) as institution becomes a bit more concrete. Extending this analogy, we can think of algorithms functioning at a primary level of organization, providing the parameters in which subsequent functions of the decision-making systems and the organizations in which they are embedded are carried out.

An additional shared characteristic between institutions and (many) algorithms is their tendency toward opacity and the ways in which individuals and organizations react to this opacity. As many observers have pointed out, the internal operation of algorithms is a combination of complexity and intentional opacity (in order to protect competitive advantages and to prevent “gaming” of the systems) (e.g., Diakopoulos, 2014; Elgesem, 2008). Consequently, the notion of the algorithm as “black box” has frequently been raised (Gillespie, 2014). Importantly, though, this black box nature of algorithms does not appear to inhibit meaningfully their being embraced and employed as decision-making surrogates (at least not yet). In this regard we see an interesting parallel with Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) well-known characterization of institutions as often inherently opaque, and yet: “The objective reality of institutions is not diminished if the individual does not understand their purpose or their mode of operation” (p. 60; see also Scott & Orlikowski, 2012).

The algorithmic turn in media and its institutional connections

The next step is to delve more deeply into the ways in which algorithms are functioning in the media sector, and to see how these functions connect with foundational articulations of what institutions are and what they do. For the purposes of this overview (which can only capture the tip of the iceberg in terms of the full extent of the algorithmic turn that is occurring in the media space), this discussion will be divided into the role of algorithms in: (a) media consumption and (b) media production.

The algorithmic turn in media consumption

One of the key functions that algorithms perform in contemporary media consumption is to assist audiences in the process of navigating an increasingly complex and fragmented media environment. Central to this navigation process are the typically algorithmically driven search, recommendation, and content aggregation systems that facilitate searching for and selecting content in an environment of such extreme content abundance that technologically unaided forms of search and navigation are no longer practical or effective (Anderson, 2006). These algorithmically driven systems are, of course, central to search engines, social media platforms, and content aggregators such as Amazon, iTunes, YouTube, Pandora, and Netflix. To some extent,
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one could argue that content has become commodified, with the real value residing in the systems that users can employ to navigate through and select from the wealth of available content.

From an institutional standpoint, it is important to emphasize, as Webster (2011) does, the extent to which these systems focus attention in particular ways and “structure decision making within certain bounds” (p. 50). In this regard, these algorithmic systems exhibit characteristics that are inherently institutional in nature. In his application of Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory to the new media environment, Webster (2011) illustrates how individuals and institutions mutually construct the media environment. According to Giddens (1984), a key element of structuration is the notion of duality, which refers to the extent to which agents and structures (translated in the context being examined here to individuals and institutions) mutually reproduce the social world. Central to Webster’s (2011) analysis are “user information regimes”—his terminology for the algorithmically driven search and recommendation systems that users rely upon.

The notion of duality is of particular relevance here, as these user information regimes construct and constrain how users perceive and engage with their media environment. At the same time, the activities of these users feed into (in the form of user data), and to some extent construct (in terms of how these user data are employed by algorithms in the functioning of the search and recommendation systems) these user information regimes and the roadmap to the media environment that they provide. We see these patterns, for instance, in the fact that Netflix users rely quite heavily on the service’s recommendation system in the process of selecting video programming (Keating, 2012), while at the same time the design of recommendation systems can influence the content feedback that users provide—altering the opinions that serve as inputs to, and thus ultimately the outputs of, the recommendation system (Cosley et al., 2003).

Specific patterns of mutual influence (i.e., duality) in the intersection of users and user information regimes are already being identified. One important pattern, for instance, is a certain amount of reflexivity that is inherent in much algorithmically driven media consumption. For instance, as Bucher (2012b) has illustrated in her analysis of Facebook’s GraphRank algorithm, the algorithm monitors users’ behavior to find the most interesting patterns. Once these patterns are found, they are fed back to the users via Facebook’s News Feed. “Consequently, even more users will apparently act in the way that the algorithm predicts” (Bucher, 2012b, p. 14). Further, the dynamics of many search, recommendation, and navigation algorithms emphasize popularity as a key criterion in generating results (see Jones, 2012; Webster, 2011), which again leads to a certain reflexivity in their operation. Popular content is what is most frequently and prominently recommended, thus further enhancing its popularity relative to other available content, and inhibiting less popular content from gaining popularity (see Cho & Roy, 2004).

These algorithmic media consumption tools operate in ways that have the same kind of inherently political implications as more traditional media institutions such
as the news media (Gillespie, 2014). Consider a case such as Twitter’s Trends list, which provides users with a list of the most popular topics currently being discussed on the platform. This list is an algorithmically generated output from over 250 million tweets sent daily that serves in part to guide the media consumption behavior of Twitter users (pointing them toward popular topics). The broader significance of this algorithm was illustrated via the recent controversy over the seemingly premature disappearance of the Occupy Wall Street movement from the Twitter Trends list (Gillespie, 2011). In response to charges of politically motivated censorship, Twitter released details regarding the operation of its Trends algorithm. The company noted that the Trends algorithm is not based on a simple calculation of the most used terms, but rather takes into account factors such as whether the term is recently surging in popularity, the clustering patterns of the users of the term, and the ratio of unique tweets to retweets (Gillespie, 2011).

The fact that the presence or absence of the Occupy Wall Street movement in the Twitter Trends list was a widely discussed, controversial, and politically significant topic illustrates the extent to which the list and the algorithm that generates it possess institutional characteristics. The controversy recalls more traditional media criticism that would frequently focus on the presence or dearth of media coverage of specific issues, individuals, or organizations, within the context of the significant agenda setting effects that such patterns could have. From this perspective, the magnitude of the Twitter Trends controversy highlights how the list represents a fundamental mechanism by which individuals and organizations form their cognitions of the online public sphere and the political dynamics reflected there.

This brings us to the other notable dimension of this example—the explicitly political and cultural ramifications of the output of this particular algorithm, which is in keeping with the well established understanding of the media as both political and cultural institution (see, e.g., Cook, 2005; Sparrow, 2006). Pasquale (2010) contends that this political and cultural influence of certain algorithmically driven search and recommendation systems has reached such a point that they should be treated, from a policymaking standpoint, as “essential cultural and political facilit[ies]” (p. 402), analogous to traditional essential facilities such as utilities or telephone companies. Such a perspective certainly reinforces the institutional character of these algorithmically driven systems.

Another example of explicitly political resonance has been demonstrated in recent research showing that the manipulation of search engine rankings can potentially affect election outcomes, and that such manipulations can easily be conducted surreptitiously (Epstein & Robertson, 2013). Findings such as these reflect increasing concerns about the influence of such algorithmically driven platforms, due in large part to the already ingrained perceptions among users that such search returns represent objective and reliable representations of relevant online content (not unlike the prevailing perceptions that long have surrounded the institution of journalism). In a call for the imposition of public interest obligations on search engines (essentially,
treating search engines comparably to another prominent media institution—the broadcast media), Laidlaw (2008) emphasizes that search engines are “authoritative and reliable, and shape public opinion and meaning” (p. 124). In these ways, the algorithms that are at the core of search engines are functioning in a political capacity similar to established media institutions.

In the realm of social media, content recommendation algorithms are mediating not just the consumption of media content, but also the dynamics of individual social relations and interactions. In their examination of the role of Facebook in the formation of political groupings, Langlois, Elmer, McKelvey, and Devereaux (2009) emphasize the ways in which software and protocols (i.e., algorithms) function as “actors that intervene directly in cultural and communicational processes,” and thus need to be thought of as “a new type of actor . . . [that] fundamentally changes the dynamics of the constitution of issues and their publics” (p. 429). In a similar vein, Beer (2009) characterizes algorithms as having “the capacity to shape social and cultural formations and impact directly on individual lives” (p. 994).

In these characterizations, we see strong parallels between the functioning of algorithms and established understandings of the functioning of institutions. According to North (1981), institutions “provide the framework through which human beings interact. They establish the cooperative and competitive relationships which constitute a society” (p. 20). Clearly, this is increasingly what algorithms are doing, particularly via their centrality to media platforms such as social media sites and applications.

These examples are all reflective of the ways in which algorithms have been identified as having a “governmental power” and a “gatekeeping function” (Bucher, 2012b, pp. 8–9) and thus operate as an extension of the institutional functionalities that long have been associated with traditional media (Gillespie, 2014). Consider the parallels with DiMaggio and Powell’s (1991a) statement that “Institutions do not just constrain options; they establish the very criteria by which people discover their preferences” (p. 11). This statement perfectly encapsulates the functionalities of content search and recommendation systems in users’ media consumption behaviors.

The algorithmic turn in media production
Algorithms are also playing an increasingly prominent role on the production side of the media equation. As the media environment grows more complex, with audiences increasingly fragmented and empowered, and with a growing array of technologies and platforms at their disposal, media organizations are increasingly turning to data and algorithms to help them effectively navigate this environment (Davenport & Harris, 2009). Two of the primary functions that algorithms are performing in the media production realm at this point are: (a) serving as a demand predictor and (b) serving as content creator.

Looking first at the realm of demand prediction, in this “Big Data” era, media organizations have an ever-expanding supply of data on audiences’ media consumption patterns and preferences to draw upon (Napoli, 2011), and algorithms play a
central role in producing decision outcomes from these stores of data. The motion picture industry, for instance, has begun to rely on predictive software packages such as Epagogix, which employs algorithms to predict the success of prospective film projects based upon the plot elements contained within the individual film scripts, and linking these content characteristics with historical data on box office grosses (Davenport & Harris, 2009; Gladwell, 2006).

Similarly, Netflix has been developing its slate of original programming by feeding its enormous trove of audience behavior and ratings data into a predictive algorithm that then identifies the type of original programming most likely to succeed (Carr, 2013; Leonard, 2013). The inputs in this case are obviously very different than the inputs being utilized by a system such as Epagogix, but the outcome is essentially the same—algorithmically derived performance forecasts that increasingly are dictating production decisions.

Perhaps the most controversial application of such algorithmically driven demand predictors has been in the realm of journalism. In some cases (such as Patch, AOL’s failing hyperlocal news venture), algorithms that analyze demographic, social, and political variables related to individual communities and their demand for local news have been used to determine where local news outlets will be established (Tartakoff, 2010). In such cases, the very existence of local news operations is, to some extent, algorithmically dictated.

In many other cases (including Patch), news organizations are increasingly relying on analyses of various forms of user behavior and feedback data to calibrate more precisely their news gathering and reporting activities. Many newsrooms now operate with comprehensive and immediate feedback related to various aspects of online news consumption, ranging from page views to time spent on a site/story, to ratings, to volume and valence of comments (see, e.g., Anderson, 2010; Anderson, 2011b).

But the issue here goes beyond the availability and analysis of new forms of audience data. Rather, the specific concern is the role that algorithms play in making sense of these data, and how these algorithmic analyses then affect content decision-making. Consider, for instance, the case of “content farms.” Content farms mine search engine data to estimate demand for content on various topics, and then produce that content rapidly and cheaply in order to meet that demand (Bakker, 2012). Once again, the process is algorithmically driven. Leading content farm Demand Media, for instance, feeds its algorithm three types of data: (a) popular search terms from search engines, (b) the ad market for keywords (i.e., which keywords are currently being sought and for how much), and (c) the competitive environment (in terms of content that is already available online) (Roth, 2009). The output then represents a prediction of the type of content for which there is the highest unmet audience and advertiser demand, and Demand Media produces that content accordingly (Anderson, 2011a).

In cases such as these, content production decisions are increasingly being algorithmically dictated in contexts in which traditional institutional norms emphasized a decision-making process based less on audiences’ expressions of their interests and
wants and more on professionally established criteria regarding audiences’ informational needs in order to be better-informed citizens (Anderson, 2011a). This transition essentially has as its core a tension between two fundamentally different guiding institutional norms related to the practice of journalism and the formulation and application of news values.

The content farm example also represents a tension between different, but intersecting, algorithmic institutional structures. Specifically, in an effort to combat the extent to which “low quality” content farm articles appeared prominently in its search returns, Google adjusted its algorithms to reduce the relevance of “low-quality” sites (defined as sites that copy content or provide low value-add to users) (Tartakoff, 2011). Here, the mechanisms for algorithmic media consumption are being adjusted in response to a system of algorithmic media production that, ironically, relies heavily on data from users’ algorithmically driven media consumption behaviors. As this example, along with the more recent example of Facebook adjusting its algorithm to downplay the visibility of “viral” content such as photo memes (see Ingram, 2013) illustrates, certain algorithms operate as institutional structures that other content providers must try to navigate effectively.

The algorithmic turn in media production is, in some instances, being expanded in ways that go beyond demand prediction and extend into the realm of content creation. Essentially, the direct human element in the process of content creation is, in some contexts, being eliminated. This is not to say that the human element is being eliminated from content creation. Algorithms are human creations. Rather, the point here is that the human role in content creation is migrating from a direct to an indirect role. Algorithms have been developed and employed to perform comparably to human content creators in areas such as poetry and music composition (Steiner, 2012). They are also playing an increasingly prominent role in areas of online content creation such as tweets, where a large number of tweets are automatically generated by algorithmically driven bots (Chu et al., 2011). This model is at the core of Narrative Science, a start-up based around a software package that can generate complete news stories once it is fed the core data around which the stories will be based (e.g., sporting event scores/stats, company financial reports, housing data, survey data) (Lohr, 2011).

In this realm of algorithmic media production, we once again see strong intersections between the functionality of algorithms and the functionality of institutions. Consider, for instance, Douglas (1986) statement: “Institutions encode information. They are credited with making routine decisions, solving routine problems, and doing a lot of regular thinking on behalf of individuals” (p. 47). As this section has illustrated, in the realm of media production, common decisions regarding what content to produce and how to produce it are being delegated to algorithms. Given the extent to which media institutions research has focused over the course of its history on understanding the processes via which such culturally and politically significant decisions are reached within media organizations, incorporating the algorithmic turn into such institutional analytical frameworks is now clearly vital.
Algorithms and institutional theory

The previous section sought to forge some basic definitional and functional connections between algorithms and institutions. This section seeks to build upon these connections by exploring some lines of institutional theory that seem to have direct relevance to the role, function, and development of algorithms in the dynamics of media consumption and production. Thus, the goal here is to illustrate that the institutionality of algorithms is not just definitional, but theoretical as well.

Institutional isomorphism

Institutional isomorphism refers to the tendency for organizations in a particular field to resemble one another across a variety of dimensions. Explanations for this tendency include: (a) coercion, which involves the pressures exerted on organizations by other organizations upon which they are dependent, and by cultural expectations in society within which the organization functions (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991b); (b) mimetic processes, which involve organizations responding to uncertainty in their environment or objectives by modeling themselves on similar, or more successful organizations in their field; and (c) normative pressures, which involve the processes of professionalization (education, training, acculturation) that result in increased similarity across organizations (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991b).

This theoretical framework may help explain some patterns we see in the role algorithms are playing in media production and consumption. For instance, despite employing different Web crawling procedures and ranking algorithms, major search engines often exhibit high levels of similarity in their search returns (Hindman, 2009), despite the many different interpretive approaches that can be taken to the concept of relevance (Van Couvering, 2007). Such findings raise the question of whether processes of institutional isomorphism may be at work, perhaps a product of normative pressures that reflect high levels of similarity in the professional training and acculturation of those developing the relevant algorithms.

Institutional isomorphism in the realm of algorithmic media may even occur across algorithmic and nonalgorithmic media platforms. For instance, as Gillespie (2011) points out, the emphasis on novelty that has characterized news reporting in the traditional media sector seems to be reproducing itself in the online space in contexts such as the design of the Twitter Trends algorithm (discussed above). Similarly, Rogers (2004) has demonstrated how Google search returns tend to map quite closely with the issues and sources characteristic of mainstream media. Both coercive forces (related to the need to meet the established expectations of news consumers) and mimetic processes (related to efforts to respond to uncertainty in audience demand for content) would seem to be potentially credible explanations for these patterns.

It also seems reasonable to consider algorithms as a potential driver of institutional isomorphism. To the extent that more and more content producers are, for instance, relying upon algorithmic demand prediction models that are derived from historical data on audiences’ exhibited consumption and appreciation patterns, there would
seem to be the possibility that different organizations are increasingly likely to produce similar outputs, given the extent to which they are all essentially data mining the same history and producing content on the basis of those results, in an effort to cope with the persistent uncertainty of audiences’ demand for content. For instance, the more motion picture studios that rely on Epagogix to determine their production slate, the more likely it would seem that these studios will produce similar films, as the same algorithm and underlying data are driving their decision-making. In this regard, algorithmically driven institutional isomorphism essentially results in diminished diversity of content output.

**Social constructivism**

Social constructivism addresses the ways in which institutions provide shared meanings and cognitions, which then serve as important mechanisms for guiding behaviors. This theoretical perspective emphasizes that social reality is a product of social processes directed at the establishment of shared knowledge and belief systems (Scott, 2008). The cultural-cognitive dimension of institutions emphasizes “the extent to which behavior is informed and constrained by the ways in which knowledge is constructed and codified. Underlying all these decisions are socially constructed models, assumptions, and schemas” (Scott, 2008, p. 68). Algorithms serve as prime examples of constructors and codifiers of knowledge, particularly in contexts such as search engines, which play a central institutional role in aggregating, categorizing, organizing, and presenting information (Halavais, 2009; Vaidhyanathan, 2011).

This theoretical perspective points to the importance of understanding the social construction of algorithms, given that, as Berger and Luckmann (1966) have emphasized, “To understand the state of the socially constructed universe at any given time, or its change over time, one must understand the social organization that permits the definers to do the defining” (p. 116). It seems reasonable to think of algorithms as “the definers” that “do the defining,” in many contexts. Understanding the social organization underlying these definers means understanding the social processes underlying the construction of the algorithms that play an increasingly influential role in the social construction of knowledge. From this standpoint, the institutionality of algorithms encompasses not only their role and function in media production and consumption, but also the analytical flip side, which is the institutional forces that may impact the development and deployment of algorithms.

These particular definers are, of course, uniquely technological in their orientation, which highlights the relevance of a related line of social constructivism—the social construction of technological systems. Technological systems have been described as having messy, complex problem-solving components and are both socially constructed and society shaping (a recurrence of the duality theme that is central to our understanding of both institutions and algorithms) (Hughes, 2012). Their components include a physical component, organizations, and regulations and laws (Hughes, 2012). Importantly for this context, they are also defined to include both hardware and software (Constant, 2012). Algorithms would seem to fit quite
well within this definitional framework, and so we can perhaps think of algorithms as technological systems that play an increasingly integral role in the social construction of knowledge.

This social constructivist approach to algorithms can be seen in Van Couvering’s (2007) research examining how the cultural schemas possessed by those engaged in algorithm development and maintenance affect the thought processes and procedures in their work (e.g., Van Couvering, 2007). Van Couvering (2007) illustrates how market (oriented around competitive and revenue-generating concerns) and science/technology (oriented around norms of objectivity, innovation, and experimentation) schemas dominate the conceptualizations of “quality” in the design, assessment, and modification of search algorithms. In this way, we see how specific social values and norms get reflected in the design of algorithms—important initial steps to understanding the social construction of these technological systems that are becoming increasingly central to knowledge construction.

**Conclusion**

This article has attempted to serve a number of functions. First, it has made a case for recognizing the institutionality of algorithms in that they facilitate and constrain the behaviors and cognitions of both media organizations and media users. In making this case, this article also has attempted to illustrate number of ways in which institutional theory can meaningfully inform our understanding of algorithms, their construction and usage in the media sector, and serve as a useful theoretical framework for future research. In developing these arguments, this article also has illustrated number of specific contexts in which the political and cultural implications of the operation of algorithms in the media sector are quite pronounced — strengthening the institutional connection between algorithms and traditional media institutions.

It is important to emphasize, however, that the goal here is not to argue that all algorithms should be thought of as institutions, but rather to make the case that an institutional analytical frame is appropriate/valuable in those increasingly common instances in which algorithms are serving in capacities that intersect with those of traditional media institutions. Certainly, not all algorithms perform the type of specific institutional functions discussed here, even when we focus on the relatively narrow confines of the media sector that is the focus of this analysis. Perhaps more important, however, is that not all algorithms that might fall within the scope of this discussion have achieved the kind of widespread social acceptance or significance that is fundamental to the connotative meaning of the concept of an institution.

At the same time, one could certainly argue that (at least in some contexts) it may be too early to approach algorithms from an institutional perspective; that they have yet to demonstrate sufficient permanence in the dynamics of media production and consumption that is also a key definitional element of institutions. Consider, for instance, that Barnes & Noble’s latest version of its Nook e-reader specifically
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touts that the book recommendations that users receive are generated by actual humans, rather than algorithms (Pierce, 2013). This approach is obviously a strategic response to Amazon’s algorithmically driven recommendation system, and suggests that media organizations may already be finding it advantageous to position themselves in opposition to algorithmically driven processes of media production and consumption.

These efforts to delineate the relevant boundaries of this analytical framework are admittedly a bit muddy. A useful contribution of future research would be to clarify these boundaries, both conceptually and empirically. Nonetheless, at a point in time in which algorithms are being assessed and critiqued in terms of issues such as their demonstrated objectivity or bias (Goldman, 2006); their role in censoring audiences’ access to content (Gillespie, 2011; Pariser, 2011), and even in terms of the extent of their First Amendment rights (see, e.g., Benjamin, 2013; Wu, 2013) (all issues that have been central to the analysis of traditional media institutions), an institutional orientation toward algorithms and their role in the dynamics of media production and consumption seems appropriate.

As these specific contexts of algorithmic debate and critique illustrate, there are likely practical policy implications that arise from approaching algorithms and their functionality from an institutional perspective. For instance, an institutional perspective on algorithms may provide a more compelling basis from which policymakers, scholars, and policy advocates can justify regulatory interventions or even the imposition of public service obligations of one form or another. From this standpoint, it is perhaps telling that algorithmically driven organizations such as Google and Facebook have, at various points in time, steadfastly resisted being characterized as media companies (see, e.g., Carr, 2011; McMains, 2012; Ulanoff, 2014). Such rhetorical positioning can easily be interpreted as an effort to minimize the institutional nature and scope of what these companies do, and thereby better insulate them from the type of policy interventions that are well established in relation to traditional media organizations, and that are premised, at least in part, on the institutional functionalities of these organizations in the political and cultural spheres (Napoli, 2001).

As an extension of the institutionalism of algorithms put forth here, future research should delve more deeply into this process of institutionalization and explore the process by which both media organizations and media users embrace algorithmically driven decision-making tools. Such research could ideally explain both how and why “the delegation of personal autonomy or of trusteeship to materialized technical systems is, in many situations, preferred to handing them over to other humans” (Joerges & Czamiawska, 1998, p. 370). Some scholars have emphasized that future institutional research should shift from the current focus on the outcomes or products of institutional influence and more on the processes via which institutions are established (Suddaby, 2010). Such a direction would seem particularly important during this period of what appears to be fairly rapid institutionalization of algorithmically driven decision-making in the media sector. We know little, at this
point, for instance, about the organizational dynamics surrounding the adoption and usage of algorithmic tools in the media sector. Are there intraorganizational tensions; and if so, how are they being resolved? How are established professional norms, identities, and practices adapting? How are algorithmic tools becoming legitimized in organizational processes?

Future research should also delve more deeply into the organizational dynamics of algorithmic development, deployment, and calibration. Institutional theory could prove useful in this regard in terms of illuminating the ways in which algorithms themselves are institutionally generated. Greater attention to this subject may be able to revive an area of media scholarship that has, by some accounts, grown dormant. Some critics of the field of media sociology (from which the bulk of media institutions research has emerged) have contended that the field “largely stalled” after the many path breaking institutional analyses of news organizations in the 1970s and 1980s (Kaplan, 2006, p. 173). While one could easily take issue with this characterization, it does seem reasonable to contend that an emphasis going forward on the “sociology of the algorithm” (Anderson, 2011c, p. 6) would represent a vital new direction for media sociology that reflects this important, emergent institutional context.
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